
CS 373 Homework 2 (due 02/7/02) Spring 2002

CS 373: Combinatorial Algorithms, Spring 2002
Homework 2 (due Thursday, Feb 7, 2002 at 11:59.99 p.m.)

Name:

Net ID: Alias: UG

Name:

Net ID: Alias: UG

Name:

Net ID: Alias: UG

Neatly print your name(s), NetID(s), and the alias(es) you used for Homework 0 in the boxes

above. Please also tell us whether you are an undergraduate or a grad student by circling U or G,

respectively. Staple this sheet to the top of your homework.

Note: You will be held accountable for the appropriate responses for answers (e.g. give models,

proofs, analysis, etc). For NP-complete problems you should prove everything rigorously, i.e. for

showing that it is in NP, give a description of a certi�cate and a polynomial time algorithm to

verify it, and for showing NP-hardness, you must show that your reduction is polynomial time

(by similarly proving something about the algorithm that does the transformation) and proving

both directions of the `if and only if' (a solution of one is a solution of the other) of the many-one

reduction.

Required Problems

1. Partition [10 Points]

We already know the following problem is NP-Complete

Problem: SUBSET SUM

Instance: A �nite set A and a \size" s(a) ∈ ZZ+ for each a ∈ A, an integer

B.

Question: Is there a subset A ′ ⊆ A such that
∑

a∈A ′ s(a) = B?

Now let's consider the following problem:
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Problem: PARTITION

Instance: A �nite set A and a \size" s(a) ∈ ZZ+ for each a ∈ A.

Question: Is there a subset A ′ ⊆ A such that∑
a∈A ′

s(a) =
∑

a∈A\A ′

s(a)?

Show that PARTITION is NP-Complete.

2. Minimum Set Cover [15 Points]

Problem: MINIMUM SET COVER

Instance: Collection C of subsets of a �nite set S and an integer k.

Question: Are there k sets S1, . . . , Sk in C such that S ⊆ ∪k
i=1Si?

(a) [5 Points] Prove that MINIMUM SET COVER problem is NP-Complete

(b) [5 Points] Prove that the following problem is NP-Complete.

Problem: HITTING SET

Instance: A collection C of subsets of a set S, a positive integer K.

Question: Does S contain a hitting set for C of size K or less, that is, a

subset S ′ ⊆ S with |S ′| ≤ K and such that S ′ contains at least one element

from each subset in C.

(c) [5 Points] Hitting set on the line

Given a set I of n intervals on the real line, show a O(n logn) time algorithm that

computes the smallest set of points X on the real line, such that for every interval I ∈ I
there is a point p ∈ X, such that p ∈ I.

3. Bin Packing [10 Points]

Problem: BIN PACKING

Instance: Finite set U of items, a size s(u) ∈ ZZ+ for each u ∈ U, an integer

bin capacity B, and a positive integer K.

Question: Is there a partition of U into disjoint sets U1, . . . , UK such that

the sum of the sizes of the items inside each Ui is B or less?

(a) [5 Points] Show that the BIN PACKING problem is NP-Complete

(b) [5 Points] Show that the following problem is NP-Complete.
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Problem: TILING

Instance: Finite set RECT S of rectangles and a rectangle R in the plane.

Question: Is there a way of placing all the rectangles of RECT S inside

R, so that no pair of the rectangles intersect in their interior, and all the

rectangles have their edges parallel of the edges of R?

4. Graph Isomorphisms [10 Points]

(a) [5 Points] Show that the following problem is NP-Complete.

Problem: SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM

Instance: Graphs G = (V1, E1), H = (V2, E2).

Question: Does G contain a subgraph isomorphic to H, i.e., a subset V ⊆ V1

and a subset E ⊆ E1 such that |V | = |V2|, |E| = |E2|, and there exists a one-to-

one function f : V2 → V satisfying {u, v} ∈ E2 if and only if {f(u), f(v)} ∈ E?

(b) [5 Points] Show that the following problem is NP-Complete.

Problem: LARGEST COMMON SUBGRAPH

Instance: Graphs G = (V1, E1), H = (V2, E2), positive integer K.

Question: Do there exists subsets E ′
1 ⊆ E1 and E ′

2 ⊆ E2 with |E ′
1| = |E ′

2| ≥ K

such that the two subgraphs G ′ = (V1, E
′
1) and H ′ = (V2, E

′
2) are isomorphic?

5. Knapsack [15 Points]

(a) [5 Points] Show that the following problem is NP-Complete.

Problem: KNAPSACK

Instance: A �nite set U, a "size" s(u) ∈ ZZ+ and a "value" v(u) ∈ ZZ+ for

each u ∈ U, a size constraint B ∈ ZZ+, and a value goal K ∈ ZZ+.

Question: Is there a subset U ′ ⊆ U such that
∑

u∈U ′ s(u) ≤ B and∑
u∈U ′ v(u) ≥ B.

(b) [5 Points] Show that the following problem is NP-Complete.

Problem: MULTIPROCESSOR SCHEDULING

Instance: A �nite set A of "tasks", a "length" l(a) ∈ ZZ+ for each a ∈ A, a

number m ∈ ZZ+ of "processors", and a "deadline" D ∈ ZZ+.

Question: Is there a partition A = A1
⋃

A2
⋃
· · ·

⋃
Am of A into m disjoint

sets such that max{
∑

a∈Ai
l(a) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ≤ D?
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(c) Scheduling with profits and deadlines [5 Points]

Suppose you have one machine and a set of n tasks a1, a2, ..., an. Each task aj has a

processing time tj, a pro�t pj, and a deadline dj. The machine can process only one

task at a time, and task aj must run uninterruptedly for tj consecutive time units to

complete. If you complete task aj by its deadline dj, you receive a pro�t pj. But you

receive no pro�t if you complete it after its deadline. As an optimization problem, you

are given the processing times, pro�ts and deadlines for a set of n tasks, and you wish

to �nd a schedule that completes all the tasks and returns the greatest amount of pro�t.

i. [3 Points] State this problem as a decision problem.

ii. [2 Points] Show that the decision problem is NP-complete.
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Practice Problems

1. Vertex Cover

Problem: VERTEX COVER

Instance: A graph G = (V, E) and a positive integer K ≤ |V |.

Question: Is there a vertex cover of size K or less for G, that is, a subset

V ′ ⊆ V such that |V ′| ≤ K and for each edge {u, v} ∈ E, at least one of u and

v belongs to V ′?

(a) Show that VERTEX COVER is NP-Complete. Hint: Do a reduction from INDE-

PENDENT SET to VERTEX COVER.

(b) Show a polynomial approximation algorithm to the Vertex-Cover problem which is a

factor 2 approximation of the optimal solution. Namely, your algorithm should output

a set X ⊆ V , such that X is a vertex cover, and |C| ≤ 2Kopt, where Kopt is the cardinality

of the smallest vertex cover of G.1

(c) Present a linear time algorithm that solves this problem for the case that G is a tree.

(d) For a constant k, a graph G is k-separable, if there are k vertices of G, such that if

we remove them from G, each one of the remaining connected components has at most

(2/3)n vertices, and furthermore each one of those connected components is also k-

separable. (More formally, a graph G = (V, E) is k-separable, if for any subset of vertices

S ⊆ V , there exists a subset M ⊆ S, such that each connected component of GS\M has

at most (2/3)|S| vertices, and |M| ≤ k.)

Show that given a graph G which is k-separable, one can compute the optimal VERTEX

COVER in nO(k) time.

2. Bin Packing

Problem: BIN PACKING

Instance: Finite set U of items, a size s(u) ∈ ZZ+ for each u ∈ U, an integer

bin capacity B, and a positive integer K.

Question: Is there a partition of U int disjoint sets U1, . . . , UK such that

the sum of the sizes of the items inside each Ui is B or less?

(a) Show that the BIN PACKING problem is NP-Complete

1It was very recently shown (I. Dinur and S. Safra. On the importance of being biased. Manuscript.

http://www.math.ias.edu/~iritd/mypapers/vc.pdf, 2001.) that doing better than 1.3600 approximation to VER-

TEX COVER is NP-Hard. In your free time you can try and improve this constant. Good luck.
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(b) In the optimization variant of BIN PACKING one has to �nd the minimum number

of bins needed to contain all elements of U. Present an algorithm that is a factor two

approximation to optimal solution. Namely, it outputs a partition of U into M bins,

such that the total size of each bin is at most B, and M ≤ kopt, where kopt is the

minimum number of bins of size B needed to store all the given elements of U.

(c) Assume that B is bounded by an integer constant m. Describe a polynomial algorithm

that computes the solution that uses the minimum number of bins to store all the

elements.

(d) Show that the following problem is NP-Complete.

Problem: TILING

Instance: Finite set R of rectangles and a rectangle R in the plane.

Question: Is there a way of placing the rectangles of R inside R, so that

no pair of the rectangles intersect, and all the rectangles have their edges

parallel of the edges of R?

(e) Assume that R is a set of squares that can be arranged as to tile R completely. Present

a polynomial time algorithm that computes a subset T ⊆ R, and a tiling of T , so that

this tiling of T covers, say, 10% of the area of R.

3. Minimum Set Cover

Problem: MINIMUM SET COVER

Instance: Collection C of subsets of a �nite set S and an integer k.

Question: Are there k sets S1, . . . , Sk in C such that S ⊆ ∪k
i=1Si?

(a) Prove that MINIMUM SET COVER problem is NP-Complete

(b) The greedy approximation algorithm for MINIMUM SET COVER, works by taking

the largest set in X ∈ C, remove all all the elements of X from S and also from each

subset of C. The algorithm repeat this until all the elements of S are removed. Prove

that the number of elements not covered after kopt iterations is at most n/2, where kopt

is the smallest number of sets of C needed to cover S, and n = |S|.

(c) Prove the greedy algorithm is O(logn) factor optimal approximation.

(d) Prove that the following problem is NP-Complete.

Problem: HITTING SET

Instance: A collection C of subsets of a set S, a positive integer K.

Question: Does S contain a hitting set for C of size K or less, that is, a

subset S ′ ⊆ S with |S ′| ≤ K and such that S ′ contains at least one element

from each subset in C.

(e) Given a set I of n intervals on the real line, show a O(n logn) time algorithm that

computes the smallest set of points X on the real line, such that for every interval I ∈ I
there is a point p ∈ X, such that p ∈ I.
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4. k-Center Problem

Problem: k-CENTER

Instance: A set P of n points in the plane, and an integer k and a radius r.

Question: Is there a cover of the points of P by k disks of radius (at most)

r?

(a) Describe an nO(k) time algorithm that solves this problem.

(b) There is a very simple and natural algorithm that achieves a 2-approximation for this

cover: First it select an arbitrary point as a center (this point is going to be the center

of one of the k covering disks). Then it computes the point that it furthest away from

the current set of centers as the next center, and it continue in this fashion till it has

k-points, which are the resulting centers. The smallest k equal radius disks centered at

those points are the required k disks.

Show an implementation of this approximation algorithm in O(nk) time.

(c) Prove that that the above algorithm is a factor two approximation to the optimal cover.

Namely, the radius of the disks output ≤ 2ropt, where ropt is the smallest radius, so

that we can �nd k-disks that cover the point-set.

(d) Provide an ε-approximation algorithm for this problem. Namely, given k and a set of

points P in the plane, your algorithm would output k-disks that cover the points and

their radius is ≤ (1 + ε)ropt, where ropt is the minimum radius of such a cover of P.

(e) Prove that dual problem r-DISK-COVER problem is NP-Hard. In this problem, given

P and a radius r, one should �nd the smallest number of disks of radius r that cover P.

(f) Describe an approximation algorithm to the r-DISK COVER problem. Namely, given

a point-set P and a radius r, outputs k disks, so that the k disks cover P and are of

radius r, and k = O(kopt), where kopt is the minimal number of disks needed to cover

P by disks of radius r.

5. MAX 3SAT Problem

Problem: MAX SAT

Instance: Set U of variables, a collection C of disjunctive clauses of literals

where a literal is a variable or a negated variable in U.

Question: Find an assignment that maximized the number of clauses of C

that are being satis�ed.

(a) Prove that MAX SAT is NP-Hard.

(b) Prove that if each clause has exactly three literals, and we randomly assign to the

variables values 0 or 1, then the expected number of satis�ed clauses is (7/8)M, where

M = |C|.

(c) Show that for any instance of MAX SAT, where each clause has exactly three di�erent

literals, there exists an assignment that satis�es at least 7/8 of the clauses.
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(d) Let (U, C) be an instance of MAX SAT such that each clause has ≥ 10 · logn dis-

tinct variables, where n is the number of clauses. Prove that there exists a satisfying

assignment. Namely, there exists an assignment that satisfy all the clauses of C.

6. Complexity

(a) Prove that P ⊆ co-NP.

(b) Show that if NP 6= co-NP, then every NP-complete problem is not a member of co-NP.

7. 2-CNF-SAT

Prove that deciding satis�ability when all clauses have at most 2 literals is in P.

8. Graph Problems

(a) LONGEST-PATH

Show that the problem of deciding whether an unweighted undirected graph has a path

of length greater than k is NP-complete.

9. PARTITION, SUBSET-SUM

PARTITION is the problem of deciding, given a set of numbers, whether there exists a subset

whose sum equals the sum of the complement, i.e. given S = s1, s2 . . . , sn, does there exist a

subset S ′ such that
∑

s∈S ′ s =
∑

t∈S−S ′ t. SUBSET-SUM is the problem of deciding, given a

set of numbers and a target sum, whether there exists a subset whose sum equals the target,

i.e. given S = s1, s2 . . . , sn and k, does there exist a subset S ′ such that
∑

s∈S ′ s = k. Give

two reduction, one in both directions.

10. 3SUM

[This problem is required only for graduate students taking CS 373 for a full unit;

anyone else can submit a solution for extra credit.]

Describe an algorithm that solves the following problem as quickly as possible: Given a set of

n numbers, does it contain three elements whose sum is zero? For example, your algorithm

should answer True for the set {−5,−17, 7, −4, 3,−2, 4}, since −5 + 7 + (−2) = 0, and False

for the set {−6, 7,−4,−13, −2, 5, 13}.

11. Consider �nding the median of 5 numbers by using only comparisons. What is the exact

worst case number of comparisons needed to �nd the median. Justify (exhibit a set that

cannot be done in one less comparisons). Do the same for 6 numbers.
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Figure 1: Gadget for PLANAR-3-COLOR.

Figure 2: Gadget for DEGREE-4-PLANAR-3-COLOR.

12. EXACT-COVER-BY-4-SETS

The EXACT-COVER-BY-3-SETS problem is de�nes as the following: given a �nite set X

with |X| = 3q and a collection C of 3-element subsets of X, does C contain an exact cover for

X, that is, a subcollection C ′ ⊆ C such that every element of X occurs in exactly one member

of C ′?

Given that EXACT-COVEqR-BY-3-SETS is NP-complete, show that EXACT-COVER-BY-

4-SETS is also NP-complete.

13. PLANAR-3-COLOR

Using 3-COLOR, and the `gadget' in �gure 13, prove that the problem of deciding whether a

planar graph can be 3-colored is NP-complete. Hint: show that the gadget can be 3-colored,

and then replace any crossings in a planar embedding with the gadget appropriately.

14. DEGREE-4-PLANAR-3-COLOR

Using the previous result, and the `gadget' in �gure 14, prove that the problem of deciding

whether a planar graph with no vertex of degree greater than four can be 3-colored is NP-

complete. Hint: show that you can replace any vertex with degree greater than 4 with a

collection of gadgets connected in such a way that no degree is greater than four.

15. Poly time subroutines can lead to exponential algorithms

Show that an algorithm that makes at most a constant number of calls to polynomial-time

subroutines runs in polynomial time, but that a polynomial number of calls to polynomial-

time subroutines may result in an exponential-time algorithm.
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16. (a) Prove that if G is an undirected bipartite graph with an odd number of vertices, then G is

nonhamiltonian. Give a polynomial time algorithm algorithm for �nding a hamiltonian

cycle in an undirected bipartite graph or establishing that it does not exist.

(b) Show that the hamiltonian-path problem can be solved in polynomial time on directed

acyclic graphs by giving an e�cient algorithm for the problem.

(c) Explain why the results in previous questions do not contradict the facts that both

HAM-CYCLE and HAM-PATH are NP-complete problems.

17. Consider the following pairs of problems:

(a) MIN SPANNING TREE and MAX SPANNING TREE

(b) SHORTEST PATH and LONGEST PATH

(c) TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM and VACATION TOUR PROBLEM (the longest

tour is sought).

(d) MIN CUT and MAX CUT (between s and t)

(e) EDGE COVER and VERTEX COVER

(f) TRANSITIVE REDUCTION and MIN EQUIVALENT DIGRAPH

(all of these seem dual or opposites, except the last, which are just two versions of minimal

representation of a graph).

Which of these pairs are polytime equivalent and which are not? Why?

18. GRAPH-ISOMORPHISM

Consider the problem of deciding whether one graph is isomorphic to another.

(a) Give a brute force algorithm to decide this.

(b) Give a dynamic programming algorithm to decide this.

(c) Give an e�cient probabilistic algorithm to decide this.

(d) Either prove that this problem is NP-complete, give a poly time algorithm for it, or

prove that neither case occurs.

19. Prove that PRIMALITY (Given n, is n prime?) is in NP ∩ co-NP. Hint: co-NP is easy

(what's a certi�cate for showing that a number is composite?). For NP, consider a certi�cate

involving primitive roots and recursively their primitive roots. Show that knowing this tree

of primitive roots can be checked to be correct and used to show that n is prime, and that

this check takes poly time.

20. How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?
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